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PETER KLINE

Mirrorform: Moralist

In this, too, He was right –

Pleasurizing sin,

He bathed the apple skin

in caramel. One bite

condemns the sybarite

to figgy self-reflection

and insulin injections.

In this, too, He was right.
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MARTIN ELSTER

The Experiment

His doctors doctored him so that he might

remain alive immeasurable years

slumbering like a snail all day, all night,

safe in his shell, incapable of tears.

His dreams, they promised, would be far more splendid

than anything a human could envision.

For the morose, it’s what they recommended.

Of course it was, they told him, his decision.

He drifted at his leisure like an eagle,

partook of the most finger-licking fare,

shared forms of love that went beyond illegal,

wallowed in warm lagoons, vaguely aware

of distant rumblings in a dying Earth

echoing through ten trillion plies of mirth.
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BRIAN STANLEY

Album

In time the photographs might have acquired

the static pathos of another age

because it was. Not found on any page,

they yield to memory, condensed, rewired

to fit a single frame of Kodak black

and white. Here now the family on shore,

as nuclear as any speck of wrack

kept centripetal by its atom core:

a father planted like a Tudor king,

his frown just hinting at a camera lost;

a mother on a break from worrying,

proud of her legs but shy, her fine hair tossed;

one son still young enough to play the fool,

the other poised to enter boarding school;

a daughter out of sight behind the lens,

pressed into service to make cheap amends.

Her precious Instamatic saves the day

and Adriatic azure turns to grey.

Released, each figure spins towards decay.

Back then the French for snapshot was cliché.
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JAMES TOUPIN

Nest in the City

As fathers will, pruning a bush

And finding, sheltered by neglect

A nest no human yet had checked,

I called, in operatic hush,

My son to come and see. No sooner

Did I speak than I wanted back

The too-quick summons: A closer look

Disclosed two chicks and, on still keener

View, the torso of the mother

Bird whose head the babies ate.

Tell my son we were too late,

The chicks no longer worth the bother?

I think he came away believing

He had seen what the nest contained,

Cadging from his perch, neck craned,

The rustle of the young still living.

I hope he did not think I lied

Vowing the van the city sent

Outdid our care, however well meant.

He never asked me if they died.
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CONOR KELLY

The Writing Spider

(Argiope aurantia)

They left the poet's desk the way it was

the night before he slept and never woke,

the night before his final heart attack

left one last sheet of paper on that desk

half-filled with spider-like and scribbled words

with some encircled and with zigzag lines

leading to changes in the margins where

his latest words were fatally ensnared.

There are no spiders in the poet's house.

A woman cleans and dusts it every day

before it opens to the few who come

to visit, for a modest entrance fee,

and see the poet's desk the way it was

the night before he slept and never woke

and see, also, the view from where he wrote

of sunflowers wilting in the summer sun.

There is, for those who wander round the back,

behind the trash cans, near the café door,

between a freshly painted metal bench

and the next door garden's large camellia bush,

a writing spider busily at work,

its stabilimenta (those zigzag lines)

catching the sunlight as it shines beneath

the black and muted yellow banded legs.

Desolation and determination:

the poet and the writing spider both

weave and unweave their patterns day by day.

While every evanescent word evokes

the emendation of essential loss,
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the ritual rebuilding of the web

affirms a zest for life. Nevertheless,

we all zigzag our way to certain death.
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ELISE HEMPEL

Otto's Song

Potato chips must have been on sale

at the K-mart, or maybe nuts,

the Caddy tuned and getting its

miles per gallon, starting well.

Or maybe he'd just found

some better route and saved five minutes,

or he'd cleaned the gutters, fixed the furnace,

his stocks were up, or gas was down

that day I was on the sofa and he

walked in after Grandma, spoke for once

what wasn't a fact, some adage, a price,

when Elton John's “Your Song” happened to be

playing on our stereo, and the needle

suddenly skipped and lifted from

the constant march that played inside him

and he sang, almost, That's beautiful.
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Houdini's Girl

My old black shelter dog of uncertain age

and guessed-at breed, when we first brought her here,

would escape our own or any borrowed cage.

Locked tight when we'd leave, she'd greet us at the door,

wagging us back from shopping or the pool,

all teeth and fur in place. No kennel I'd fit

with wires or bungee cords could ever fool

her desire to be free, and once, when she was late

to astound us again at our entrance, I glimpsed how she

collapsed herself and slipped through the bars with ease.

I've always liked to think she's half-coyote,

and more and more, as her legs thin, muzzle grays,

she paces the house, unseen when we return,

already planning her way out of the urn.
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LAURA J. BOBROW

Alone At Last

She laughs so hard her laughs bring tears.

Mascara mars her grinning cheeks,

as Edward blithely disappears.

She rubs her face. Her lipstick smears.

He's gone, and he'll be gone for weeks.

She laughs so hard her laughs bring tears.

She's longed for such a day for years.

She swills a beer with no critiques

as Edward finally disappears.

She farts out loud and no one hears,

and no one taunts her when she speaks.

She laughs so hard her laughs bring tears.

Is her house smelly? Have no fears.

She sprays perfume until it reeks

as Edward nicely disappears.

She's not aware that sorrow nears,

that laughter soon will turn to shrieks.

She laughs so hard her laughs bring tears

for now, as Edward disappears.
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SIHAM KARAMI

Muse-charmer

Coax the music from my pores,

draw your bow across my strings,

charm my spirit through the doors

and please ignore my slitherings.

Bring the moment to my feet,

the tingling electricity

invisible and yet complete.

Turn me into symphony.

And let this flow not agonize

itself with canons of the hours

that cannot breathe and have no eyes,

their notes and staffs stripped of their powers,

for all division multiplies

and sharps and flats cannot contain

the humming of the dragonflies,

the moan that measures out its pain.
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KATE KENNEDY

Watermark

With one hand,

One moment without fear;

Holy palmers' kiss

A gesture I will wear

I knew it then,

Like I know my name;

You have marked me

And I will never be the same
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CHARLIE SOUTHERLAND

The Lounge Singer

I listen while she sings the saddest song

to me. I'm sitting in the lounge with gin.

She sings to me; Why can't we get along?

And makes it sound like fault lines are too strong

to ever close and I, breaking, break when

I listen, while she sings the saddest song:

I don't know, she says, but I don't belong
to anyone these days – I go all in,

she says to me, why can't we get along?

it goes, and on and on and all night long

it sounds the same and lit by gin, I spin.

I listen while she sings the saddest song

I never heard before. I'm not so strong;
I fall for her all over and again
she says to me, why can't we get along?

Good bye, good bye for now, so long, so wrong.
So I return sloshed to my seat and then

I listen while she sings, the saddest song.
She sings to me: Why can't we get along?
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MATTHEW DOBSON

Hunter

Tonight he dreams a battleship

Is sailing through his study wall.

He wakes, puts on his dressing gown,

And goes downstairs to stare it out,

The rhino head above his desk.

Its jaw is like an iron keel.

Its horn is like a bevelled prow.

Its brow is like a rack of guns.

He shot it from behind a rock,

And watched it sink into the grass.

Now he’s in a little boat,

Waiting for the ship to hit.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Peter Kline teaches writing at the University of San Francisco and at 

Stanford University. A former Wallace Stegner Fellow at Stanford, he has 

also received residency fellowships from the Amy Clampitt House and James 

Merrill House, as well as First Prize in the River Styx International Poetry 

Contest and the Marr Poetry Prize from Southwest Review. His poetry has 

appeared in Ploughshares, Five Points, Poetry, Tin House, The Antioch 
Review, and many other journals, as well as the Best New Poets series and 

the 2015 Random House anthology of metrical poetry, Measure for Measure. 
He directs the San Francisco literary series Bazaar Writers Salon and is a 

founding member of the poetry/music collective Nonstop Beautiful Ladies. 

His first collection of poetry, Deviants, was published by SFASU Press in 

2013.

Martin Elster is a composer and serves as percussionist with the Hartford 

Symphony Orchestra. His poetry has appeared in Astropoetica, 

Cahoodaloodaling, The Martian Wave, Mindflights, The Speculative Edge, 
The Rotary Dial, and in the anthologies Taking Turns: Sonnets from 
Eratosphere, The 2012 and 2015 Rhysling Anthologies, New Sun Rising: 
Stories for Japan, Eccentric Press Poetry Anthology (Volume I), and Poems for 
a Liminal Age, among others. His poem, “Walking With the Birds and the 

Bones Through Fairview Cemetery,” placed first in the Thomas Gray 

Anniversary Poetry Competition 2014, and his poem, “The Comet Elm,” was 

awarded third place in the Science Fiction Poetry Association’s 2015 poetry 

contest.

Brian Stanley was born in Madrid and educated in French until high school. 

His poems have been longlisted for The Montreal International Poetry Prize 

(2011) and published in The Literary Review of Canada and Encore. He 

lives in the Eastern Townships of Quebec.

James Toupin is the retired general counsel of the US Patent and Trademark 

Office, now teaching in the law school of American University in 

Washington, DC. The poems he wrote late nights after work have been 

appearing in journals since 2008, recently in Virginia Quarterly Review 

(online), Beloit Poetry Review, Beltway Poetry Quarterly, Poecology, and 
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First Class Literary Magazine. He is also a published translator, of Selected 
Letters of Alexis de Tocqueville (University of California Press), and writer on 

legal topics.

Conor Kelly was born in Dublin, Ireland and spent his adult life teaching in a 

school in the Dublin suburbs. In 2011, he retired to a small village in the 

Charente region of France to play boules, sample the local cuisine and run a 

twitter site, @poemtoday, dedicated to the short poem and a Tumblr site 

(poem-today) which publishes a classic or a contemporary poem on a daily 

basis. He has had poems printed in American, Mexican, British and Irish 

magazines.

Elise Hempel’s poetry has appeared in many places over the years, including 

Able Muse, Measure, The Evansville Review, The Midwest Quarterly, and Ted 

Kooser's American Life in Poetry. She won the 2015 Able Muse Write Prize 

for Poetry, and her first full-length book will be published by Able Muse 

Press this year.

Laura J. Bobrow is an author, poet and nationally-acclaimed storyteller. She 

was once dubbed “The American Milne” by then U.S. Poet Laureate Louis 

Untermeyer, and she has since been likened in print to Hilaire Belloc and 

Edward Lear. Her work has appeared in more than 70 venues including a 

fourth grade textbook in Abu Dhabi.

Siham Karami co-owns a technology recycling company and lives in Florida. 

Her poetry appears or will appear in The Comstock Review, Measure, 
Unsplendid, Möbius, String Poet, The Centrifugal Eye, Mezzo Cammin, Angle 
Poetry, Kin Poetry Journal, Wordgathering, Amsterdam Quarterly Review, 

Snakeskin, Raintown Review, The Lavender Review, Atavic Poetry, Innisfree 
Journal, and the anthology Irresistible Sonnets, among other places. She won 

a Laureates' Choice prize in the Maria W. Faust sonnet contest and has been 

nominated for a Pushcart Prize.

Kate Kennedy is a copywriter, poet, painter and cartoonist living in Toronto. 

Most of the time she's thinking about the moon.

Charlie is a farmer living in North-Central Arkansas. He bales hay, cuts 

lumber on his sawmill, hunts and fishes. He is published in Trinacria, First 
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Things, The Amsterdam Quarterly and has poems forthcoming in several 

other journals. He's been nominated for a 2016 Pushcart Prize.

Matthew Dobson is a teacher living in England whose work has appeared in 

Ink, Sweat and Tears and The Cadaverine.
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